[The clinical laboratory criteria of infectious complications in primary patients with acute leucosis.]
The study was carried out with the purpose of investigating clinical laboratory features of immune reaction in primary patients with acute leucosis and their significance in development of infectious complications. The analysis was applied to indices of immunograms, main anti-inflammatory cytokines - IL-1β, IL-6, IL-8 and FNOα, molecule of inter-cellular adhesion sICAM-1 and also expression of receptors to IgG (CD16, CD64) on cells of macrophage phagocyte component and intracellular content of myeloperoxidase. It is established that development of infectious complications is connected to imbalance of congenital immunity and is characterized by involvement into systemic inflammation anti-inflammatory cytokines FNOα, IL-6, molecule of inter-cellular adhesion sICAM-1 and reduced capacity of neutrophils to phagocytosis conditioned by insufficiency of membrane expression of receptors to IgG - CD16 combined with enzymatic insufficiency.